UMU lunch selections sample

Each menu will be served with a small vegetable parade and a dessert of seasonal fresh fruit with sorbet or ice cream

**Shokado bento** – Bento box with a choice of grilled fish, poultry of the day or tiger prawn tempura served with a seasonal simmered dish, chef’s selection of sashimi, a seasonal cured dish and rice £48

The above served with grilled **Japanese Wagyu beef** £95

**Shojin Bento** – Bento box with a vegetarian selection of grilled and simmered dishes, a seasonal appetiser, and rice £35

**Chirashi-sushi** – Selection of sashimi served on top of sushi rice £49

**Hiyashi somen** – Cold somen noodles served with tiger prawn or vegetable tempura £36

**Chef’s special sushi selection** – 10 pieces of nigiri sushi £49

(Please allow 20 minutes for preparation)

Allergen information is available upon request.
A discretionary 12.5% service charge will be added to your bill